
About Syracuse

With its humid climate and high snowfall, Syracuse is known for having the most
metropolitan snowfall in the United States. Frequently winning the Golden Snowball
Award, Syracuse is a haven for those who love the cold and snow.

Located near the Erie Canal, Syracuse also has enough hiking, biking, and walking
trails to keep anyone moving. With parks and open spaces scattered along the trails,
finding outdoor entertainment is an easy thing to do if the weather is nice.

Home of Syracuse University and having the fifth largest population in the United
States, Syracuse offers a wide variety of activities and entertainment for all ages. With a
strong focus on family and education, Syracuse is a popular destination for many young
couples.

Rated by Forbes as one of the best cities to raise a family in 2010, Syracuse is a
popular choice for those looking to put down roots and settle in. From its historic venues
to modern art galleries, those who are starting a family will find plenty of locations to
host the perfect baby shower.

Baby Shower Options in Syracuse

Planning a party can be stressful, with so many options and things to coordinate,
consider hiring some outside help to make it a bit easier. Syracuse offers the help you
need to make that dream baby shower come true, the right help can take some of that
weight off your shoulders making for a more enjoyable experience.

● Decorations
Whether boy, girl, or a complete surprise, having the perfect decorations can
make or break a baby shower. Syracuse has no shortage of professional
decorators that can make your party memorable.

● Catering
From the odd pregnancy cravings to the classic Italian cuisine, Syracuse has a
diverse and large assortment of caterers ready to deliver anywhere in the city.

● Florists



Much like decorations, having floral arrangements can add that extra touch to
your party. From table centerpieces to larger colorful arrangements, adding some
color to your baby shower can make it that more memorable.

● Photographers
What better way to take a trip down memory lane than with an album full of
friends and family. Having a professional photographer who can capture the joy
and emotional connections gives you a way to treasure the important moments.

● Equipment Rental
Perhaps your planning a major reveal, or just want to add some flair to your party.
Whatever your planning having the proper equipment is essential, Syracuse
offers a variety of equipment rentals to meet your needs.

● Videographer
If photos aren’t enough, consider hiring a professional videographer to record the
special occasion. Having a way to relive the moment for years to come, videos
will give you and your guests a way to enjoy the party over and over again.

● Transportation
As a college town, Syracuse offers an array of transportation options. If family
and friends are visiting from out of town, consider hiring drivers familiar with the
area to get them to their destination with ease.

Event Planning Companies in Syracuse

● MLH Events
Coordinating everything from concerts, weddings, and baby showers, MLH is a
well-known Syracuse event planner. Founded in 2011, they have the experience
that can help you take your baby shower to the next level.

● Sky Armory
Helping you every step of the way, Sky Armory does everything from finding you
a venue to planning the decorations and food. A Syracuse staple, they have
been around for over 20 years and have a strong client relationship with the
testimonials to back it up.

● Pretty & Pink Party Planning



With a focus on making your dream party a reality, Pretty & Pink plans everything
from kid’s birthdays, to corporate get-togethers. As a full-service company, they
help you every step of the way and ensure your party is a success.

Pros and Cons of Having a Baby Shower in Syracuse

Pros

● Venue Selection
As a popular city with historical background, Syracuse offers venues and event
locations that fit any size party, style, or theme.

● Food Variety
As the fifth largest populated city in the US, Syracuse offers a diverse selection
of food from all cultures and backgrounds.

● Entertainment for Everyone
Being a college town, Syracuse has something to entertain everyone. Whether
it’s a nightclub or an elegant art gallery, Syracuse offers visitors and locals a
large variety of entertainment.

● Scenery
With seemingly endless walking trails and parks, Syracuse has miles of beautiful
scenery for outdoor enthusiasts.

● Diversity in the Arts
Having a rich cultural background, you’ll find everything from art galleries to
outdoor opera performances, making every day an engaging and unique
experience.

Cons

● Weather
Known as one of the snowiest cities in the US, Syracuse can be unpredictable
when it comes to the weather, making travel and event planning a gamble.

● Traffic Jams



Being such a popular destination for families, the traffic can be slow and
overwhelming for some.

● Road Conditions
Between the long icy winters and potholes, road conditions around the city can
make travel a nightmare.

● Rundown Neighborhoods
With an above-average poverty rate, Syracuse has more abandoned and
rundown houses than other cities in New York.

● Crime Rates
Compared to other communities of the same size, Syracuse has a higher crime
rate than most.

Famous Baby Shower Locations in Syracuse

As one of the most populated cities on the east coast, Syracuse is packed with culture
and history. It offers some unique and memorable locations to host everything from
baby showers to corporate get-togethers and weddings.

● Traditions at the Links
With the option to host indoor or outdoor events, Traditions can accommodate
any event imaginable. With staff on-site including a four-star kitchen, they provide
you with a beautiful venue, food, and scenery.

● Sky Armory
Planning your event down to every little detail, Sky Armory is a well-known
planner and venue all in one. Keeping versatility in mind, they cater to everything
from weddings and business meetings, to baby showers and galas.

● Rail Line Event Venue
Industrial complex turned events center, the Rail Line is a mix of modern and
industrial. With a full-service bar, indoor and outdoor seating, and a rooftop
garden, the Rail Line is a unique and fun place to host any event.
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